
Senior Display Executive / Trader 

Job Description | 2018 



A bit about Threepipe 

Threepipe are a well-established and proudly independent agency. We’ve been around 
for 11 years and work with some of the world’s best known brands. The agency is a unique 
blend of Digital and Public Relations professionals working under the same brand. We’re a 
thinking agency that always delivers, bringing together the collective power of smart 
thinking, relationships and big data. We direct customers to brands and brands to customers 
– through owned, earned, shared and paid channels.

At Threepipe, we are lucky enough to enjoy a friendly, collaborative and hardworking 
atmosphere. We’re structured very differently and there are literally no barriers to people 
learning what they want – we are audience and people first – so why put those people in 
boxes that don’t communicate with each other? 

We pride ourselves on trust, integrity, respect and a can-do attitude. Rather than 
complaining, we get things done well, and support each other in the process. It’s what 
ensures we do the very best for our clients, whilst having the very best time doing it. 

Some of Our Clients: 
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The Role 

Overall Responsibility 

To maximize the performance of each client’s display campaigns through monitoring and 
optimizing campaigns and helping to alleviate other team member workload.  
As an Executive at Threepipe, you need to function well as part of the team but also have 
the ability to work independently whilst communicating effectively and being open to 
guidance and advice from more experienced colleagues.  

Reports to 

Account Director 

The Role 

 Using a range of DSPs to drive the best performance for Threepipe’s client mix,
while become adept at other advertising channels to grow an integrated mind-set
and skill base.

 Monitoring and optimizing campaigns to performance objectives; conversions /
revenue (90%) and Brand / softer targets (10%)

 Research & setting up client campaigns across display/programmatic and within
3rd party Adservers from scratch

 Troubleshooting tracking and set-up issues within all buying platforms and adserver.
 Responsible for day to day management of these campaigns for a range of clients,

working towards pre-defined goals and optimising against the performance of
these goals.

 You will also be required to make decisions on the best strategies to put in place in
order to achieve these goals.

 Running external (3rd party) supplier campaigns and making optimisation
suggestions.

 Reporting back to the Account Manager’s and Director on performance of
campaigns in Excel and keeping them abreast of changes and optimisations
made on those campaigns. Generate and analyse advanced
daily/weekly/monthly reports and highlight insights

 Learning best practices and the correct actions to take in any given situation
 Defining requirements, tracking implementation and ad server integration with bid

management tools
 Research, create and monitor scalable and effective campaigns from scratch
 Involved into CPA/ROI optimisation, A/B testing etc.
 Plan and forecast performance according to the trends and seasonality
 Budget management (within and across channels)
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Attributes 

 Confident
 Desire to learn all channels
 Able to communicate at all levels
 Passionate about the business and committed to Threepipe
 Organised and efficient; able to prioritise and complete all tasks
 Tact, diplomacy, maturity in relating and interacting with people at all levels

Skills we are looking for 

 Flexibility to adjust to the shifting advertising ecosystem
 A good grasp of excel
 Ability to analyse large data sets into meaningful action
 Ability to learn new technology platforms and feel comfortable using these to

implement campaigns
 Ability to drive performance while ensuring that all aspects can be reported on
 Troubleshoot and resolve all internal and external issues associated with ad

campaigns
 Commercially minded and practical in setup ideas

Required Experience 

 1.5 year minimum managing and optimising (hands on keyboard) prospecting and
retargeting campaigns working towards clients goals of CPA / ROI

 Working knowledge of a range of DSPs
 Previous exposure to the use of third party tracking to execute, monitor and

optimise campaigns towards these goals
 Experience of setting up and maintaining client reports in excel
 Understanding of latest trends & technology

Desirable Experience 

 Preferable DSP experience Avocet, Sizmek (Rocketfuel), BrightRoll, Amobee (Turn)
 Experience running other channels (Paid Search, Paid Social, SEO)
 Some client exposure would be great.
 Experience using analytical tools such as Google Analytics
 Experience with Adservers and Tracking technologies
 Previous experience managing 3rd Party Campaigns

Qualifications 
A degree with a minimum of a 2:1 classification, ideally in a business or marketing vertical 
or part of an agency internship program. 
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